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Abstract

This paper describes a systematic framework to support strategic decision making in
innovation development that attempts to put appropriate amounts of planning resource
into the process at different stages of innovation life cycle from idea to the termination of
line of business. It is constructed to make use of qualitative evaluation techniques, based
on risk management methodology, early in the process when faster, less expensive
methods are preferred to more accurate quantitative techniques. While the focus of the
work has been in service business, most results apply also to manufacturing enterprises.
The  work  is  the  result  of  a  join  study  between  VTT  Technical  Research  Centre  of
Finland and IBM Almaden Research Center. This conceptual paper gives an overview of
the joint work where separately developed techniques have been integrated to produce a
more systematic, more comprehensive, but highly efficient management process for
service innovations throughout the innovation life cycle.

Introduction

The importance of innovations and innovation management is recognized in companies,
research institutes and in the whole society. We also know that most innovations will not
achieve commercial success, as a matter of fact, most innovations fail. New business
creation obviously involves stepping towards unknown future, and many kinds of
uncertainties for decision making are associated. Renewal of the business, however, is
the key to the long term success of companies. Companies will not be successful in the
long run if they continue too long with a strategy that only fits the needs of today.

Methods currently used for the management of new innovation development are largely
based on those of manafacturing enterprises [1,2,3]. Service innovations, however, are
inherently much more multidisciplinary that innovations of maanufacturing enterprises
and, therefore, call for renewal of methods and procedures used for the innovation
management at different stages of innovation life cycle. Service innovation typically
needs four aspects of innovation to be successful: technolological, business, social-
organizational and demand innovation [4]. In the case of manufacturing enterprise



innovations all the four viewpoints are present but a breakthrough is typically needed
only in one of them. Therefore, service innovation is hard for high tech companies ([4].

This work is a result of a joint study involving VTT Technical Research Centre of
Finland and IBM Research. The paper gives an overview of the joint work in the field of
service innovation development. In this joint work we have integrated separately
developed techniques to produce a more systematic, more comprehensive, but highly
efficient innovation management process for the new service development. The idea of
the joint work is to link expertise in the area of service sciences and advanced technology
foresight techniques at IBM and risk management of innovation development at VTT.
The objective is to develop a framework model giving support to strategic decision
making related to ideation, design, development, marketing and delivery of service
offerings.

Methodology

We have applied a constructivist collective case methodology for the work [5]. From the
VTT side, a large interview study of innovation management practice in 12 major Finnish
companies and organizations plays an important role in gaining an understanding of
current practices, potential problem areas and development needs. The main results and
conclusions of the study were published by Kettunen et al. [3]. In the study 43 managers
were interviewed and the interviews were analysed by 22 experts (including one author
of this paper). The interview study triggered the initiation of several lines of research,
including the one which this paper reports. The original study identified management of
future uncertainty as one of the main challenges to corporate executives. The study also
identified major challenges related to service business development and management by
high technology companies. These resulted in the research question of this work:

How should future uncertainty be managed during the entire service innovation life
cycle?

The approach of the work towards finding answers to the research question was based
on constructivist methodology which focuses on different viewpoints and lived
experience of organizational members. The authors at VTT have wide experience in
research and development for various fields of technology and risk management. This
experience was supplemented by the experience of IBM in the fields of service science
and technology foresight. The joint experience allows us to assimilate different
viewpoints and experience, at first, in order to specify the research problem in a more
detail,  and  then,  to  develop  tools  and  methods  in  order  to  overcome  the  weak  points,
from the viewpoint of uncertainty management, in the new service innovation life cycle
identified in the interview study.

Initially we focussed on specific phases of new innovation and business development. As
we developed and tested the tools for each phase [6,7], we found that we still lacked a
systematic approach to decision making that could be applied throughout the innovation



life cycle. This discovery initiated the final stage of our research: the development of a
systematic, comprehensive, and efficient innovation management framework focused on
providing support for strategic decision making under conditions of high uncertainty
about the future. Our framework includes techniques, originally developed for the
separate phases, integrated by means of generic risk management methodology [8].

Framework for Systematic Decision Support

We developed our framework model for systematic strategic decision support in service
innovation management from the following specifications:
1.  The  model  should  be  flexible  in  order  to  adapt  company  specific  innovation  and
business line management processes, which are often stage-gate like processes, and it
should be made of reusable process building blocks which would progressively evolve
along the use of the model, creating a reusable innovation management asset.
2. It should optimise the amounts of planning resources into the process at different
stages. This can be achieved by a three-part approach: (a) fast reduction in the number of
ideas and projects in the innovation development process, (b) qualitative evaluation
techniques early in the process when faster, less expensive methods are preferred to more
accurate quantitative techniques (work demanding more accurate quantitative studies can
be valuable at later stages of the process for topics identified in qualitative studies), and
(c) a simple process for approximating expert consensus without requiring face-to-face
meetings of experts.
3. The foresight aspect should promote enterprise strategic preparation for the
unexpected, and should be so practical that it ties important scenarios to the advancing
current state of reality in way which guides right-timed actions at the strategic initiative
level of new innovation and business development throughout the process.
4. Risk management methodology should be built into the model in order to make
uncertainty management systematic and straightforward in identifying potential
opportunities and threats where specific management actions or deeper studies and
analysis could be necessary.

In the following we present the framework model at conceptual level. It will be presented
in more detail elsewhere as a series of publications focusing on different viewpoints or
stages in the model. Note that at the conceptual level there will be no major different
between service enterprise innovations and manufacturing enterprise innovations. The
differences will come up when going into lower levels of the hierarchical system.

The  framework  model  is  presented  in  Figure  1.  The  framework  starts  with  (preferably
many) ideas of new business opportunities and ends with one or more lines of business
with unforeseen lifetime.
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Figure 1  Framework of strategic decision making in the development of new
innovations and new lines of business.

At the beginning there is an ideation stage which includes phases of preparatory
background information studies, idea generation and idea clustering. Idea clustering
means that compatible and related ideas are collected together to be treated as one object
of analysis having a common vision of future. A particular challenge in ideation is to
create ideas and visions for which realization will likely occur beyond the typical business
planning horizon of three to five years. See Strong et al [9,10] and references therein for
more details about the ideation stage.

After ideation there is the first filtering of ideas (visions) in order to reduce the number
of ideas, visions, and projects in subsequent stages. We accelerate the narrowing of the
funnel depicted by increasing the bias toward stopping an idea at an early filtration step.
Filtration is followed by recommendations for further actions, which may simply be
‘stop’,  ‘hold’  or  ‘continue’.  A  ‘stop’  recommendation  could  mean  either  discarding  or
recycling the idea. A ‘Hold’ recommendation could mean creating one or more signposts
and active monitoring these signposts for future conditions under which the idea would
be returned to the active innovation process. A signpost is a potential future event that is
both recognizable and actionable [9]. A ‘continue’ may include alternatives of product
development, commercialization, collaborating, outsourcing, patenting, licensing, selling,
publishing. All these are strategic decisions.

Filtration, recommendations, monitoring and elaboration of vision (i.e. the actual
innovation development work) form a five-phased iterative process which will be
repeated at each stage of innovation process and, depending on the company, may even
be repeated inside a single stage such as product development, Fig 2. The filtration and



recommendations phases are current business practices at the gates of the stage-gate
process. Active monitoring of ideas or projects on hold, however, is a novel
enhancement to observed innovation practices reported in ref. [3]
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Figure 2  A five-phased iterative process of innovation development consisting of
strategic decision making elements of filtration, recommendations and decision, active
monitoring supporting the decision making, and the elaboration of vision, which
contains the actual innovation development work.

Although the five-phased process of Figure 2 uses the process thinking and terminology
of innovation development process, the method is directly applicable for strategic
decisions for the running line of business, such as what would be the right time of
terminate or sell out the running line of business.

Idea generation, filtration of ideas, recommendations for further actions, elaboration of
ideas, and accelerated early reduction of development projects (so that, for example,
from 100 ideas only 10 will be conceptualized and only one will be commercialized)
correspond to current best innovation practices. What is novel is the linkage between the
strategic initiative level and decision making by means of active monitoring of signposts
(easily recognizable potential future events that signal changes of importance to the
enterprise and call for a strategic action in the innovation development process).
Furthermore, what is novel is the systematic way this is done throughout the innovation
process from idea evaluation through conceptualization and new product development
stages to the launching decision, and after that for the running line of business until the
termination of the business. The idea to terminate can be sent through the entire
innovation process with appropriate analogs for design and development phases. For
example, the anticipated cost savings in terminating the line of business at the right time,
can be viewed as the impact or reward.

The decision support model follows the genetic methodology of risk management,
including the steps of identification of risks, analysis of risks, evaluation and selection of



risk reducing measures, and implementation and follow up [8] with some refinement
based on controllability of risk factors. The framework of risk management developed in
this work is shown in Figure 3. The process starts from a taxonomy based risk
identification where check lists are used for potential risk factors. Identified risks are
qualitatively analyzed and evaluated by experts with the help of questionnaires. After
ranking and prioritizing the risks (risk profile and consequence analysis), risk reducing
measures are selected. If necessary, qualitative risk analysis is supplemented by a
quantitative study. The result is a complete package of support for a specific decision
point. Once the decision is made, any risk reduction measures can be implemented and
tracked for consideration at the next decision point.

Figure 3.  Framework of risk management steps for systematic innovation management
(adapted from [8])

The risk taxonomy is a hierarchical organization of (possibly overlapping) risk factors.
Relevant risk factors will depend on the stage of the life cycle. Potential risk factors at
the early, design stage of new innovation (service design) may different to those of
development project (service development) and definitely different to those of running
line of business (service offering). An example of top level risk taxonomy for service
innovation and life cycle management is given in Figure 4. The top level service design,
service development and service offering trees includes groups, such market
environment, idea/value proposition etc. Under these top groups, several potential risk
factors could be identified. It is helpful to bifurcate the hierarchy with a classification of
risk factors that are controllable and those that are not. By controllable, we mean that the
enterprise has either the ability to mitigate the risk or to compensate for the risk.
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Figure 4.  Top level risk taxonomy for service innovation and life cycle management

A risk taxonomy can be used as a checklist at decision points in the innovation life cycle.
Risk factors are turned into questions used for obtaining qualitative expert estimates
using approximate Delphi technique, Figure 5. A question is here defined as a request for
an estimate that can be answered with any rational number on a five point scale (from 1
to 5). At this level of taxonomy, differences between service enterprise and
manufacturing enterprise innovations are obvious. The results of the expert estimates are
used for risk prioritizing and input for strategic decision making, according to Figures 2
and 3.
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Figure 5.  Map from risk factors to questions used in expert analysis of potential risks.

A risk taxonomy may be comprehensive for one enterprise but not for another.
Nevertheless, we believe that good risk taxonomies are reusable resources and that the
exercise of adapting a ready generic risk taxonomy is likely much faster and less
expensive than developing a new risk taxonomy for each enterprise. Furthermore, the
taxonomy can be evolved along with its use, following itself the constructivist
methodology.

Conclusions

The framework model of the systematic strategic decision support for the service
innovation life cycle management is constructed to make use of qualitative evaluation
techniques based on risk management methodology and a small number of reusable
process building blocks. It makes use of modern contingency planning techniques in
order to reduce wasteful investment in ideas that will eventually be discarded during the
innovation process. It also includes systematics in putting plans on hold and actively
monitoring signpost in order to have right timing of R&D and market launch or
terminating the line of business at the right time.
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